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In partnership with Mavive, Replay launches #TANK CUSTOM, the new exceptional creation belonging to 
the #TANK line. The new launch #TANK CUSTOM draws inspiration from the made-to-measure concept, 
raising the new creations to appealing objects, perfectly personalized. 
 
 

 

 

 

        

               

The iconic bottle is newly decorated 
with a black matt finishing for him 
and white for her. A gleaming 
serigraphy creates an eye-catching 
contrast between the bottle and the 
captivating logo reminding the 
American college style. 

The back part of each box represents 
the product exalting its peculiar shape. 
A hypnotic play of colours and 
contrasts is the perfect formula for two 
strong perfumes dedicated to 
charismatic millennials. 
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The Range: 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM for Her EDT 30 ml  €19,90 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM for Her EDT 50 ml  €29,90 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM for Her EDT 100 ml  €39,90 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM for Him EDT 30 ml  €19,90 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM for Him EDT 50 ml  €29,90 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM for Him EDT 100 ml  €39,90 
 
Shop Online: shop.mavive.com 

An intense atmosphere full of passion and energy.  
The two protagonists are united in emotional 
harmony creating an intense and irresistible aura. 
 
The industrial background immediately transports 
into a groove garage, inviting to discover the 
Replay #TANK world. 
 
Unique Fragrances for him and for her 

Eau de Toilette for Her 
Olfactory Family: Chypre, Floral 
A secret date between magical and seductive Honey 
and a bouquet of elegant and passionate Flowers ... 
An explosion of femininity that inebriates the senses. 
The bottom is a magnetic embrace of sensual 
Patchouli, warm Vanilla and exclusive Orcanox. 
Replay #TANK CUSTOM, a dangerously charming 
and attractive fragrance. 

Eau de Toilette for Him 
Olfactory Family: Woody, Ambery, Spicy, Aromatic, Fruity 
The fragrance is the perfect combination of natural 
elegance and intense sensuality. It opens with vibrant 
Yuzu, sparkling Bergamot, sharp Ginger, spicy Cardamom 
and herbal Elemi. The elegant heart is composed of 
aromatic Lavender, fresh Anise, wild Jasmine, juicy Plum, 
earthy Vetiver and woody Patchouli. The luxurious base 
enchants with smooth Sandalwood, sensual Tonka Bean, 
golden Amber and bright Musk. 


